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Abstract: In this paper, we present an ontology-based visualization support system which can provide
a meaningful learning environment to help e-book learners to effectively construct their knowledge
frameworks. In this personalized visualization support system, learners are encouraged to actively
locate new knowledge in their own knowledge framework and check the logical consistency of
their ideas for clearing up misunderstandings; on the other hand, instructors will be able to decide
the group distribution for collaborative learning activities based on the knowledge structure of
learners. For facilitating those visualization supports, a method to semi-automatically construct
a course-centered ontology to describe the required information in a map structure is presented.
To automatically manipulate this course-centered ontology to provide visualization learning supports,
a prototype system is designed and developed.
Keywords: meaningful learning; critical thinking; knowledge structure; comparison skill;
course-centered ontology

1. Introduction
Nowadays, e-book systems are widely used together with Learning Management Systems in
the education field. For example, in the Arts and Science Department of Kyushu University Faculty,
not only Moodle but also the BookLooper e-book system developed by Kyocera Communication
Systems is used for supporting daily classroom teaching. Those two systems provide a platform
for instructors to easily organize and manage teaching materials; on the other hand, learners can
conveniently browse the learning resources. Especially, in the BookLooper system learners can even
mark text or add comments on any PDF files and the system can record their learning activities
(including which pages they read and how they switch between pages) and report to instructors [1].
However, as other existing systems, neither BookLooper nor Moodle provide any function to support
learners in constructing their knowledge framework effectively. When a learner acquires different
knowledge items, she/he may also compare those items and understand some relations between them
at the same time; those acquired knowledge items and their relations form the knowledge framework
of the learner. Knowledge framework development usually is not supported in the older systems, and
also, in those systems it is difficult to identify the relevant knowledge items that a learner possesses
before and after a learning activity.
Ausubel’s learning psychology theories [2–4] define the effective assimilation of new knowledge
into an existing knowledge framework as the achievement of “meaningful learning”. Those theories
suggest that knowledge finally gets incorporated into the human brain when organized in hierarchical
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frameworks and that learning approaches that facilitate this kind of organization significantly enhance
the learning capability of all learners. In contrast, in the case of rote learning, knowledge tends to
be quickly forgotten unless rehearsed repeatedly. Moreover, retained knowledge cannot contribute
to enhance the learner's knowledge framework and has a low possibility of being used in future
problem-solving [5]. However, how to move beyond rote learning and help learners to effectively
construct their framework is still an open issue.
In our previous research [6,7], the experimental results suggest that with the support of a system,
which provides a visual environment to encourage the comparison of related “knowledge points” so
as to foster meaningful learning, participants achieved significantly better learning achievement than
those without the system support. In this research, a Knowledge Point (KP) is defined as “a minimum
learning item which can independently describe the information of one certain piece of knowledge in
a specific course”; a learner can understand a KP by its own expression or can acquire it by practice.
As mentioned before, in our previous experiment we encouraged the students to use comparison
in their learning procedure. However, what do we mean by comparison exactly? “Comparison” is
an essential skill required by critical thinking which involves logical thinking and reasoning. This skill
refers to estimating, measuring, or noting the similarity or dissimilarity between two or more objects.
The human thinking skills “compare” and “contrast” appear in both “comprehension” and “analysis”
levels within the cognitive domain (in total six identified levels: “knowledge”, “comprehension”,
“application”, “analysis”, “synthesis”, and “evaluation”) according to Bloom’s taxonomy of intellectual
behavior in learning, which contained three overlapping domains: the cognitive, psychomotor and
affective domains [8]. From the educator’s perspective, knowledge comparisons could significantly
support learner comprehension of the new KP [9–11]. However, the existing e-learning systems, which
organize the knowledge of a curriculum in a tree structure based on the textbook chapters or the class
schedule, usually do not support the effective construction of knowledge frameworks by encouraging
knowledge comparison because they cannot characterize essential relations between KPs. For example,
in a Moodle system there are two KPs, “d” and “t”, which are located in Lesson 1 and Lesson 10,
respectively. In Lesson 10, to compare the KP “t” with the prior KP “d”, the instructor has to indicate
the location “d” (this can be done with a hyperlink) and explain the relation between “d” and “t”.
Even so, it is still difficult for the learners to locate the learning materials which directly address the
relation between these two KPs, unless they look through all the learning material in Lessons 1 and 10.
The searching will be even more time-consuming if the learner is comparing three or more KPs in
a course at one time.
To resolve these difficulties, an ontology-based Visualization Support System for e-book users
(VSSE), which uses a hierarchical map structure to manage the KPs of a curriculum, was developed in
this research to encourage the cultivation of comparison skills and foster meaningful learning.
2. Visualization Supports for both Learners and Instructors
2.1. A Visualization Support for Learners Using E-Books
For the learners in an e-book system, normally in one activity, they read several pages of a file.
As shown in Figure 1, after one preview activity (for example, studying pages 10–13, which cover
seven new knowledge points) in BookLooper, the learner can log in to VSSE, the Visualization Support
System for E-book users, to check the new knowledge points just studied. Our system will try to
encourage the learner to understand the relations between the new KPs visually. Furthermore, the
system also will make use of the quiz results of learners to identify the learner’s acquired KPs and
then encourage the learner to compare the new KPs with related acquired ones visually. Finally, the
system is also expected to recommend one KP or some KPs based on individual knowledge structure
and guide learners to personalized learning paths. With this kind of visualization support, learners
using BookLooper are expected to build up their knowledge framework more effectively.
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Figure 1. Visualization support for learners using e-books.
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Figure 4. The course-centered ontology of computer science (COCS).
Figure 4. The course-centered ontology of computer science (COCS).
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3.2. A Visualization Learning Support System Providing a Knowledge Comparison Environment
3.2. A Visualization Learning Support System Providing a Knowledge Comparison Environment
To automatically manipulate the course-centered ontology which describes all the relations
To automatically manipulate the course-centered ontology which describes all the relations
between KPs, a system which is intended to provide visualization learning supports for the
between KPs, a system which is intended to provide visualization learning supports for the construction
construction of learner knowledge frameworks is developed. Figure 5 shows a learner’s view of the
of learner knowledge frameworks is developed. Figure 5 shows a learner’s view of the computer
computer science course in the VSSE.
science course in the VSSE.
In the left part of this view, all the concepts of COCS are shown by a tree structure. Users can
In the left part of this view, all the concepts of COCS are shown by a tree structure. Users can
open all the concepts level by level until reaching the KP they are seeking. Further, a search function
open all the concepts level by level until reaching the KP they are seeking. Further, a search function is
is also provided to the right, above the tree structure. The learner can set the time period (for
also provided to the right, above the tree structure. The learner can set the time period (for example,
example, from 3 January 2016 to 4 January 2016) and push the search button; then, the KPs which are
from 3 January 2016 to 4 January 2016) and push the search button; then, the KPs which are involved
involved in the pages that the learner reads during that time period will be highlighted. In addition,
in the pages that the learner reads during that time period will be highlighted. In addition, the learner
the learner can search items by keywords, and items which contain the keywords in the tree
can search items by keywords, and items which contain the keywords in the tree structure will also be
structure will also be highlighted to enable further checking.
highlighted to enable further checking.
When the user double-clicks one leaf which represents one KP, the right relation panel will
When the user double-clicks one leaf which represents one KP, the right relation panel will display
display this KP and all its related KPs lined by relations defined in COCS. For example, in Figure 5
this KP and all its related KPs lined by relations defined in COCS. For example, in Figure 5 the
the individual which represents the KP “shift_JIS” is chosen. Then users can get a visual
individual which represents the KP “shift_JIS” is chosen. Then users can get a visual representation of
representation of relevant information as shown in the relation panel.
relevant information as shown in the relation panel.
Also, when the user moves the mouse on every node shown in the relation panel, the essential
Also, when the user moves the mouse on every node shown in the relation panel, the essential
properties of that KP (represented by data properties of one individual in COCS) will be listed, while
properties of that KP (represented by data properties of one individual in COCS) will be listed, while
for every arc shown in the relations panel, the relation statement will be displayed (for example, the
for every arc shown in the relations panel, the relation statement will be displayed (for example, the
displayed relation axiom between “shift_JIS” and “JIS_X_0201” in Figure 5). Therefore, users can get
displayed relation axiom between “shift_JIS” and “JIS_X_0201” in Figure 5). Therefore, users can
the essential properties of every KP and all its related KPs from the relations panel conveniently. All
get the essential properties of every KP and all its related KPs from the relations panel conveniently.
this information is extracted automatically from the OWL (Web Ontology Language for Semantic
All this information is extracted automatically from the OWL (Web Ontology Language for Semantic
Web, designed by W3C) [15] file of COCS. Furthermore, if there are too many relations shown in the
Web, designed by W3C) [13] file of COCS. Furthermore, if there are too many relations shown in the
relation panel, the user can select the relations of interest with the Arc Types panel.
relation panel, the user can select the relations of interest with the Arc Types panel.
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Figure 5. The main interface of VSSE for learners.
Figure 5. The main interface of VSSE for learners.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
KP
VSSE

Knowledge Point
visualization support system for E-book users
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